TOP 10 REASONS
TRUCK DYNASTY
DRIVING ACADEMY

TO START YOUR DRIVING CAREER WITH
TRUCK DYNASTY DRIVING ACADEMY
All training meets or exceeds DOT regulations.

2.

Small class sizes to ensure your success.

3.

New classes start weekly.

4.

TDDA is recognized as one of the top
10 schools in the nation.

5.

Late model International tractors with both
manual and automatic transmissions; 53’
trailers and hands on doubles training.

6.

Lifetime job placement assistance.

7.

Private, Federal and State funding streams
available to cover tuition and housing costs.

8.

Veteran owned and operated.

9.

Truck Dynasty Driving Academy partners with
a wide and varied network of Transportation
Companies to maximize your options for entry
level driving career opportunities.

www.TDDALLC.com
info@tddallc.com

TRUCK DYNASTY
DRIVING ACADEMY

Raising the Bar in Excellence and Standards

417-831-8188
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1698 S. State Highway K
Bois D’Arc, MO 65612
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Truck Dynasty Driving Academy was incorporated and
certified to operate by the Missouri Department of Higher
Education in December of 2014. The owner and chief
operations manager, Gary Martin, has pursued his career
in the transportation industry since 1984. After attending a
professional driver training curriculum to obtain his Class A
Commercial Driver’s License, Mr. Martin has been successfully
employed in many capacities within the industry. Gary
began his career as a long haul, over the road driver. His
commitment and dedication to his career responsibilities led
him to succeed in many dimensions. After three years of OTR
driving, Mr. Martin was promoted and has successfully served
as fleet manager of a Hazardous Materials division, manager
of a Hazardous Materials Waste department, director of
training for a National carrier, and promoted to Vice President
of a Secondary Truck Fleet. Since his career in corporate
management, Gary has shared his experience and knowledge
with thousands of entry level drivers pursuing careers in the
transportation industry helping to combat the driver shortage
our nation has endured for decades.
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10. TDDA has a tried and true training curriculum
with a 20 plus year track record of success and
compliance to optimize our student’s training
potential and achievement.

Mr. Martin has served as chief executive officer for several
Class A Commercial Driver’s license training institutions
in addition to building schools for many National carriers,
assisting them in growing their fleet. Since his exit from
corporate management in 2000, Gary has been committed to
sharing his knowledge and experience with others.

www.TDDALLC.com

We are proud to be an equal opportunity / affirmative action
employer. Qualified applicants receive consideration for training
without regard to race, sex, veteran or other protected status.

IF YOU WANT TO BE THE BEST..
..YOU MUST TRAIN WITH THE BEST!

PLACEMENT ASSISTANCE
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TDDA, LLC, DBA Truck Dynasty Driving Academy,
offers lifetime employment assistance. We currently
work with a multitude of nationally respected
carriers for job placement including FedEx Ground,
Schneider, USA, Maverick, U.S. Xpress, CFI and
Double S Transport, to name a few.

OPPORTUNITY

The length of TDDA, LLC’s training curriculum is 160
clock hours, four weeks of professional driver training
instruction.

The decision to become a commercially licensed
Class A professional driver is a financially
rewarding one. What other industry can you
attend a four week training curriculum and have
the income potential available to earn $50,000.00
to $80,000.00 your first year annually?
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There will always be a demand for quality,
well trained driving professionals. And, the
employment opportunities available are extensive
ranging from OTR (over-the-road), LTL (less than a
load), Local, Regional, dedicated and more.
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Each portion of the program is a 40 clock hour, one
week increment including: classroom training, hands
on, behind-the-wheel basic skills training (backing
maneuvers) and hands on, behind the wheel city and
highway driving.
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PROGRAM FACTS
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We specialize in small class sizes to ensure sufficient,
quality drive time for every student. Instructors
employed by Truck Dynasty are required to have
at least 3 years of verifiable OTR experience. The
instruction staff at TDDA has an average combined
experience in the transportation industry of twenty
years per instructor
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www.TDDALLC.com

You have the opportunity to choose the type of
freight you prefer to haul, and the areas of the
country you want to run. Truck Dynasty Driving
Academy has the industry experience necessary
to guide you in these important career decisions.

CAREER POTENTIAL
According to the American Trucking Association
(ATA), there is currently an estimated shortage
of 60,000 qualified truck drivers now. Studies
indicate that this number is projected to increase
to a six-figure driver shortage by the year 2024.
Currently from coast to coast there are literally
thousands of tractors sitting idle in company yards
because there are not enough qualified drivers.
The demand for professional drivers is so
critical that more and more National carriers are
sponsoring the tuition cost for entry level drivers
who meet their hiring criteria. Along with carrier
sponsorship opportunities, TDDA is often able to
assist our students in finding funds/grants for their
tuition through many State and Federal avenues
available to those that qualify.
If you are moving towards a career in the
transportation industry, Truck Dynasty Driving
Academy is here to help you. Call a recruiter
today! We will discuss the many opportunities
available to you, answer all of your questions
and offer professional expertise on how to move
forward.

